Introduction
The fat-tree topology is an excellent candidate for both compute-and data-intensive networked systems. Its variants have been widely used in high-performance computing (HPC) clusters. Many supercomputers, including the Tianhe-2, which is currently No. 1 in the list of the world's fastest supercomputers [1] , are interconnected using this topology. The fat-tree topology has also been deployed widely in data centers [2] , [3] . As such, the ability to analyze and model the performance of large-scale fat trees is important and of practical significance.
Max-min fairness (MMF) is commonly assumed in the modeling of network performance [4] , [5] . Informally, for a given network and a traffic pattern, an allocation of rates to the set of flows in the pattern is said to be max-min fair if it is impossible to increase the allocated rate for any flow while decreasing only the rates of flows that have larger rates. MMF has gained wide acceptance in the networking community. It forms the basis for rate allocation and resource management in networks and is actively used as a benchmarking measure in a range of applications such as routing, congestion control, and performance evaluation. MMF may also be viewed as a good approximate presentation of the behavior of real networks [6] .
Algorithms have been developed for calculating MMF rates in different settings. Gallager describes a progressive filling algorithm that computes MMF rates for networks with singlepath routing [5] . A more general MMF multi-commodity flow problem (MMF-MCF), which assumes any multi-path routing with splittable flows, has also been studied [7] . The solution to an MMF-MCF problem is particularly interesting since it represents the theoretically optimal aggregate throughput performance that can be achieved for a given network and a given communication pattern while satisfying max-min fairness, as the results are obtained assuming optimal routing. Hence, solutions to MMF-MCF problems can be-and often areused as reference to measure the quality of routing algorithms and the aggregate throughput performance of network designs.
While an algorithm exists for solving MMF-MCF for any arbitrary network topology [7] , this algorithm has a high computational complexity because it requires iteratively solving linear programming (LP) problems in which, the number of variables is proportional to the product of the number of flows and the number of links in the network. For a typical currentgeneration fat-tree network that supports tens of thousands of processing nodes, the LP formulation can easily have more than 1 billion variables. LP problems of such sizes are computationally infeasible to solve with current technology.
In this work we consider algorithms for solving MMF-MCF specifically for fat-tree topologies. By taking topological features into account, we develop two new algorithms for solving MMF-MCF on fat trees. The first algorithm is based on linear programming with a much simpler formulation than that in the generic solution [7] . The second algorithm follows the progressive-filling approach that is used in the algorithm for single-path routing [5] . We empirically evaluate the runtime performance of the proposed algorithms. The results indicate that our proposed algorithms achieve remarkable speedups over the existing generic algorithm. Moreover, our algorithms are able to compute MMF rate allocation for current and next-generation fat-tree networks that support tens of thousands of processing nodes. For example, the rate allocation for a permutation communication pattern on a fat tree with 11,664 processing nodes is computed on average in less than 3 seconds using a one-node server. We further demonstrate an application of the algorithms by calculating the LANL-FSU Throughput Indices (LFTI) [8] , a recently proposed performance metric that requires fast calculation of the aggregate throughput for each communication pattern, for a large-scale fat tree.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the background needed to understand our work, including the preliminaries of extended generalized fat trees (XGFT), max-min fairness, and the generic LPbased algorithm for solving MMF-MCF. In Section 3 we show how fat-tree topological features can be explored to facilitate fast solutions of MMF-MCF on fat trees. We present experimental results in Section 4 and present an application of our algorithms in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions from that evaluation.
Background

Extended generalized fat trees (XGFTs)
Fat-tree topologies were first introduced by Leiserson as efficient ways to interconnect processors in parallel computers [9] . In a fat-tree network, the processing elements are located at the leaf nodes and the switching elements/routers make up the internal nodes. The family of fat-tree topologies are unified byÖhring [10] into generalized fat tree (GFT) and extended generalized fat tree (XGFT) representations. Throughout this paper we use XGFT, which can represent most fat-tree variations, to describe fat trees. XGFT(h; m 0 , m 1 , ...,m h−1 ; w 0 , w 1 , ...,w h−1 ) denotes a tree structure of height h, which consists of h + 1 levels of nodes. The node levels are labeled from 0 to h in a bottom-up fashion with processing nodes at level 0. Each node in level i, 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, has w i parents; and each node in level i, ). We will call sub-fattrees with h levels of nodes level h sub-fat-trees. We assume that the link bandwidth (capacity) is the same in a fat tree. More details of constructing XGFT can be found inÖhring's paper [10] . Figure 1 illustrates the structure as well as the recursive construction of XGFT(3; 4, 4, 3; 1, 2, 2), where h = 3, m 0 = 4, m 1 = 4, m2 = 3, w 0 = 1, w 1 = 2, w 2 = 2. XGFT(3; 4; 4; 3; 1; 2; 2) is constructed with w 0 × w 1 × w 2 = 4 top level switches and m2 = 3 copies of level 2 sub-tree XGFT(2; 4, 4; 1, 2). Each level 2 sub-tree XGFT(2; 4, 4; 1, 2) has 4 copies of level 1 sub-fat-trees XGFT(1; 4; 1). Each XGFT(1; 4; 1) has four XGFT(0; ; ) sub-trees, each being a single node.
As can be seen from this example, the level k nodes are the root nodes in the level k sub-fat-trees. Links in a fat tree can also be classified based on their levels. In general, we will refer to the downlinks into a level k sub-fat-tree and the uplinks from a level k sub-fat-tree as level k links (uplinks/downlinks).
w i uplinks from the sub-fat-tree (and ∏ k i=0 w i downlinks into the sub-fat-tree). We will call the total link capacity of all level k uplinks from a level k sub-fat-tree the total outgoing capacity of the subfat-tree; and the total link capacity of all level k downlinks into a level k sub-fat-tree the total incoming capacity of the sub-fat-tree.
Due to the tree structure in the fat-tree topology, the (shortest) path from a source processing node s to a destination processing node t always consists of an upward path to one of the nearest common ancestors (NCAs) of both s and t, and a unique downward path from the NCA to t. Let the NCAs of both s and t be level k nodes, the total number of NCAs is ∏ k−1 i=0 w i . Routing on fat trees mostly focuses on deciding the upward paths (and the number of them) to carry traffic for each source-destination (SD) pair.
Max-min Fairness (MMF)
Max-min fairness deals with fair rate allocation among a set of connections (flows) in a network with given link capacities. Let PE be the set of N processing nodes, and SE be the set of switching nodes in a (fat-tree) system; V = PE ∪ SE is the set of nodes. Let E be links in the network with their corresponding capacities C = {C i |i ∈ E}. We will call a set of connections (flows) a communication pattern, which is represented by a set of source-destination (SD) pairs (s,t) where s and t are processing nodes (s,t ∈ PE). Let the N processing nodes be numbered from 0 to N − 1. If S is a set then |S| denotes the size of the set.
Given When a network uses single-path routing with only one path associated with each flow, the MMF rate allocation problem is referred to as the MMF Simple Routing Problem (MMF-SRP), and an iterative filling algorithm has been given [5] . The algorithm works as follows. When the algorithm starts, all flows have a 0 rate. The algorithm then uniformly increases the rate for all flows until some link is saturated. The MMF rate of the flows that use any saturated link is determined; such flows are removed from consideration; and the link capacities are modified. The algorithm repeats the process until the rates for all flows are determined. In each iteration, the algorithm decides the MMF rate for the most limiting flows among all flows under consideration. We note that the solution to the MMF-SRP problem uses a single-path routing scheme as input, and therefore, the quality of the solution depends on the choice of the routing scheme. The problem of finding a fair and optimal single-path routing scheme is known to be NPcomplete [11] , which also makes finding the optimal solution of the MMF-SRP problem intractable in polynomial time.
The MMF multi-commodity flow problem (MMF-MCF) considers more general multi-path routing with splittable flows [7] . For a given traffic pattern, MMF-MCF considers all possible multi-path routing (with splittable flows) and the solution is the rate allocation assuming the best routing scheme for the pattern. Unlike the MMF-SRP counterpart, the MMF-MCF rate allocation is optimal, and is considered as the upper bound of the performance for any multi-path routing with MMF and splittable flows. Thus, MMF-MCF can be a good theoretical metric for evaluating the throughput performance of network topologies. This paper considers MMF-MCF for large-scale fat-tree topologies.
The algorithm for solving MMF-MCF for a general network has been developed [7] . The generic algorithm (GEN), which is described in Figure 2 , follows a similar structure as that for the single path routing. The algorithm finds the MMF rate allocation iteratively. In each iteration, the maximum rate for all flows under consideration, as well as the set of flows that saturate, is computed by solving a multi-commodity flow linear programming formulation, which covers the best possible multi-path routing with splittable flows. The rate for the saturated flows are then fixed for the next iteration. This process continues until the rates for all flows are determined.
In Figure 2 , D k is the set of flows saturated at iteration k and L k is the set of flows saturated in the first k iterations. The LP formulation, Generic k for identifying saturated flows and Data: A capacited network (V, E,C) and a set of flows D Result: A max-min fair allocation vector λ of size
• Solve the LP problem Generic k , and compute the maximum rate α for saturated flows; 4 The flow vector λ obtained at the last step is max-min fair allocation rates for the flows (1) are capacity constraints; Constraints (2) are flow conservation constraints; Constraints (3) are traffic constraints for the flows whose rates have been determined; Constraints (4) and (5) are traffic constraints for the flows whose rates have not been determined; Constraints (6) indicate that the flow values must be non-negative. This LP formulation does not assume any specific routing scheme.
Maximize α Subject to: GEN theoretically can be used to compute MMF rates for any network and any traffic pattern. However, the computational complexity for this algorithm is high. In particular, the algorithm can require solving
For practical large fat-tree networks, this is computationally prohibitive. For example, consider computing the MMF rate allocation for a 2-dimensional nearest neighbor (2DNN) communication pattern where each node communicates with four of its neighbors. In a 3-level 36-port full bisection bandwidth tree (XGFT(3; 18, 18, 36; 1, 18, 18)) that supports 11,664 processing nodes and has 58,320 links, a 2DNN pattern will have 46,656 flows and each LP formulation for the problem will have 46,656 × 58,320 = 2,720,977,920 variables. Solving LP problems of this size is infeasible using current technology.
MMF-MCF on fat trees
The generic MMF rate allocation algorithm, GEN, does not make any assumption about the topology and computes the MMF rates for the best multi-path routing with splittable flows. A multi-commodity flow problem must be solved in each iteration, which results in high computation complexity. In the following, we will show that by exploring fat-tree features and routing schemes, MMF-MCF on fat trees can be solved much more efficiently. 
Fat-tree routing and topological features
, and the fraction of the traffic routed through each path
A routing algorithm, which we call uniform all-shortest paths routing (UAPR), is the base of our new formulations for solving MMF-MCF on fat trees. UAPR works as follows. For each SD pair (s,t), UAPR uses all of the shortest paths from s to t, each of the paths goes through a different NCA to reach t. Hence, using UAPR, the number of paths for (s,t) is equal to the number of NCAs of s and t. Let the number of paths for (s,t) be X, the traffic from s to t is distributed evenly among all the paths. That is,
Note that the number of paths for (s,t) can be easily determined: if the NCAs of s and t are at level h, the number of paths is ∏ h−1 i=0 w i . UAPR is interesting because of the topological features of fat trees: a fat-tree topology consists of multiple levels of subfat-trees; and for a processing node inside a level i sub-fattree to communicate with a node outside the sub-fat-tree, the traffic must go through the level i uplinks from the sub-fat-tree regardless of the routing scheme. Let SUB be any level k, 0 ≤ k ≤ h − 1, sub-fat-tree of the XGFT. For a traffic pattern D, we define the total outgoing rate of SUB to be the total rate going out of SUB, and the total incoming rate of SUB to be the total rate going into SUB. More specifically, let γ be a rate allocation vector for the communication pattern D; let O be the set of all outgoing flows from SUB, that is, O = {(s,t)|(s,t) ∈ D and s ∈ SUB and t ∈ SUB}. Let I be the set of all incoming flows to SUB, that is, I = {(s,t)|(s,t) ∈ D and s ∈ SUB and t ∈ SUB}. Let R o be the total outgoing rate of SUB, R o = ∑ d∈O γ d ; and R i be the total incoming rate into SUB, R i = ∑ d∈I γ d . Clearly, a precondition for γ to be feasible (for any routing scheme) is that the outgoing rate of any sub-fat-tree must be no more than the outgoing capacity of the sub-fat-tree and that the incoming rate of any sub-fat-tree must be no more than the incoming capacity of the sub-fat-tree. Using UAPR, for every sub-fattree, all uplinks from a sub-fat-tree are evenly loaded to carry outgoing traffic from the sub-fat-tree; and all downlinks to a sub-fat-tree are evenly loaded to carry incoming traffic into the sub-fat-tree. This is formally proved in the following lemma. ) . Let us consider the load on an arbitrary uplink l. The proof for the load on a downlink follows a similar logic. Let l be an uplink from a level k sub-fat-tree, SUB, which has w 0 × ··· × w k outgoing links (including link l). Thus, the total outgoing capacity of SUB is w 0 × ··· × w k × c. Since γ is feasible for some routing r and since regardless of the routing, all outgoing flows from SUB must use some of the outgoing links of SUB, the total outgoing rate of SUB must be no more than the total outgoing capacity, that is, R o ≤ w 0 × ··· × w k × c. From Lemma 1, using UAPR, the load for all uplink from SUB is R o w 0 ×···×w k ≤ c. Hence, using UAPR the capacity constraints for all uplinks are satisfied; and γ is feasible for UAPR.
2 Lemma 2 indicates that the max-min fair rate allocation for any routing scheme can also be realized using UAPR. Because the max-min fair rate allocation is unique [7] , the max-min fair rate allocation for any routing algorithm is also the maxmin fair rate allocation for UAPR. In other words, solving the MMF-MCF problem for fat trees is equivalent to solving the MMF rate allocation assuming UAPR. This drastically simplifies the problem, allowing much more efficient solutions to be developed.
LP based solution
We develop an LP based formulation that computes MMF rate allocations for UAPR. The algorithm follows almost identical steps as the generic algorithm in Figure 2 , but only solves a simpler problem that assumes UAPR in each iteration. We will prove later in Theorem 1 that this algorithm solves MMF-MCF on fat trees. The algorithm is depicted in Figure 4 . In our LP formulation, we no longer need to consider constraints for each (demand, link) combination. Instead, we describe traffic constraints in link-path formulation since we can now assume UAPR routing. Since the LP formulation only tries to find the largest rate for all flows using UAPR, only one variable is needed. The number of constraints is |E| since the capacity constraint on each link needs to be specified.
Data:
E: set of links C: set of link rates D: set of demands P d = set of shortest paths used to realize demand d Result: A max-min fair allocation vector λ of size Subject to:
Identify the set D k of saturated demands.
Adjust BW (i, j) by deducting the rates used by saturated flows. 11 end 12 The flow vector λ obtained at the last step is max-min fair allocation rate
Fig. 4. Algorithm MMF XGFT LP
The algorithm first initializes the iteration number (k), the set of flows whose rates have been determined (L 0 = φ ), and the available bandwidth on each link (to be equal to link capacity). It then iteratively computes the rates (Lines 2 to 11). In each iteration, it solves the LP problem described in Lines 5 to 7. Basically, this LP finds the maximum possible rate for all flows under consideration assuming UAPR. With UAPR, for each flow d, the set of paths for the flow is P d and the number of paths is |P d |. Hence, if the rate for the flow is α, it contributes 1 |P d | × α rate on each link along each path. The constraints at Line 7 make sure that the total rate on each link is no more than its remaining link capacity. Once the maximum rate α is determined, the link loads on all links in the network can be decided and the saturated links are identified using the same technique as used by Nace et al. [7] . Any flow that uses a saturated link is saturated and put in D k . The rates for these flows are set, flows are removed from consideration, and the remaining bandwidth on each link is adjusted accordingly. Although this algorithm also requires solving a LP problem in every iteration, the LP formulation only contains one variable and |E| constraints, much simpler than the multi-commodity formulation in Figure 2 . Theorem 1: The rate allocation computed by MMF XGFT LP is the same as that computed by GEN in Figure 2 for any pattern on a fat tree. Proof: Let the communication be D. We prove the theorem by induction.
Base case: In the first iteration, both algorithms compute the maximum rate for all flows in D. Assume that the generic algorithm yields a maximum rate of α 1 1 . The rate allocation where all flows are allocated rate α 1 1 can be realized by some multi-path routing scheme. Also assume that MMF XGFT LP yields a maximum rate of α 1 2 . Clearly, α 1 1 ≥ α 1 2 . Since the rate allocation where all flows are allocated rate α 1 1 is feasible for some routing scheme, it is also feasible for UAPR (Lemma 2). Hence, solving the LP in MMF XGFT LP ensures that α 1 2 ≥ α 1 1 , which derives α 1 1 = α 1 2 . As shown in [7] , the set of saturated flows is unique. The unique set will be found by both algorithms.
Induction case: Assume that in the first k − 1 iterations, both algorithms have the same L k−1 and the corresponding rates for the same flows are the same. In the k-th iteration, both algorithms try to decide the maximum rate for the set of flows D\L k−1 . By considering the rates for all flows in D including the ones whose rates have been determined on the original fat tree (with the same link capacity), using the same logic as that used in the base case, we can see that both algorithms will find the same maximum data rate α k 1 and the same set of saturated flows. Hence, in each iteration, both GEN and MMF XGFT LP, will find the same set of saturated flows with the same rate. 2
Let the number of flows in a communication pattern be F, the worst case time to solve one LP formulation in the algorithm be T (LP), the worst case time complexity for MMF XGFT LP is O(F × T (LP)) since each iteration will find the rate for at least one flow. In practice, many flows in a pattern will have the same MMF rate and the actual time will be much better than the worst case situation.
Progressive filling algorithm
Using UAPR, given a rate for a flow, the rate contribution of the flow to every link in the fat tree can be decided based on the flow rate. Hence, one can find the maximum possible rate for all flows under consideration by raising the rate for all flows uniformly and examining all links (or sub-fat-trees) to decide the mostly capacity-limited link (or sub-fat-tree). Hence, for a given fat tree with remaining bandwidth on each link, the maximum possible rate for all flows in a pattern can be decided without solving a LP formulation. Instead, a progressive filling based algorithm that directly calculates the MMF rate allocation for UAPR can be devised. This is the base of the progressive filling algorithm, MMF XGFT NONLP, which is shown in Figure 5 .
In each iteration, the algorithm computes the rate limiting factor for each link (Lines 5 and 6). Assume that link (i, j) is at level h, and that there are Y flows using the link. 
Data:
E: set of links C: set of link rates D: set of demands P d = set of shortest paths used to realize demand d Result: A max-min fair allocation vector λ of size
Compute the rate limiting factor for each link
} is the smallest rate limiting factor;
8
The links with the smallest rate limiting factor are saturated links;
9
Compute the rate R based on L; 10 For all d ∈ D\L k−1 that uses any saturated link Once the rate limiting factors for all links are computed, the smallest rate limiting factor will determine the maximum rate that all flows can have; and all links with the smallest rate limiting factor are saturated after this iteration; and all flows that use the saturated links are saturated in this iteration. In Lines 10 to 14, the rates for these flows are determined and the remaining bandwidth on all links are adjusted. It must be noted that using this scheme, all incoming or outgoing links from a sub-fat-tree will be saturated at the same time.
In the worst case, each iteration will compute the MMF rate for one flow. Let |E| be the number of links in the network, F be the number of flows, and I be the number of iterations to solve the problem. Within each iteration, in the worst case, computing the rate limiting factor can take O(|E| × F); Lines (7) and (8) 
Experimental results
We compare the run-time performance of MMF XGFT LP and MMF XGFT NONLP, our newly developed algorithms, with the performance of an implementation of the generic multi-path max-min fair rate allocation algorithm given by Nace et al. [7] . Furthermore, we also implement and use the classical, progressive-filling based MMF-SRP algorithm given by Bertsekas et al. as a reference [5] . We choose destination-mod-k routing, a widely popular single-path loadbalancing routing method for fat-trees, for use in conjunction with the MMF-SRP algorithm [12] . Note that computing the rate allocation for MMF-SRP is known to be efficient [5] . We denote the generic algorithm for the MMF-MCF problem as GEN, the algorithm for solving the MMF-SRP problem with single-path destination-mod-k routing as DMK, our linear programming based algorithm MMF XGFT LP as LP and our progressive filling based algorithm MMF XGFT NONLP as NLP. We evaluate the performance of these algorithms by recording the total amount of time required to calculate rate allocation by each algorithm on different practical fat-tree topologies and with different communication patterns.
The topology instances considered in the experiments are 2-level and 3-level full bisection bandwidth fattrees with 24-and 36-port switches, consisting of a 2-level 24-port full bisection tree (XGFT(2; 12, 24; 1, 12)) that supports 288 processing nodes, a 2-level 36-port full bisection tree (XGFT(2; 18, 36; 1, 18)) that supports 648 processing nodes, a 3-level 24-port full bisection tree (XGFT(3; 12, 12, 24; 1, 12, 12)) that supports 3,456 processing nodes, and a 3-level 36-port full bisection tree XGFT(3; 18, 18, 36; 1, 18, 18) that supports 11,664 processing nodes. For the sake of simplicity, the link bandwidth is assumed to be 1Gbps throughout the network. However, we note that all four algorithms under evaluation in the study consider individual capacity of each link during calculation and therefore, would perform correctly even in the presence of links with different bandwidths.
Two types of random communication patterns are used in the study: i) random permutation patterns (Perm.) where each node sends traffic to one destination and receives traffic from exactly one source, and ii) random 2-dimensional nearestneighbor communication patterns (2DNN) where each node communicates with 4 nearest-neighbors on a 2-dimensional grid. In the 2DNN communication pattern, the grid dimension size is randomly generated while maintaining the total number of nodes a constant, resulting in different random 2DNN communications.
All experiments in this section are run on a Dell Poweredge R415 server equipped with two AMD Opteron 4226 CPUs (each having 6 cores running at 2.7 GHz clock speed, 6MB L2 cache and 8MB L3 cache) and 128GB of memory. The linear programming problems used in GEN and LP are solved by the IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio software version 12.5. The algorithms in discussion, along with the corresponding routing mechanisms, are implemented in C programming language and compiled with the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) version 4.6. The programs are run on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating system environment. A time threshold of 6 hours is set for all of the experiments. Only the measurements Table 1 lists the experimental results. As can be seen from the table, the generic MMF-MCF solver successfully finishes execution within our 6 hour time limit for only a single case, specifically the 2-level 24-port fat tree with 288 processing nodes and a permutation pattern (288 flows). On average, it takes 4 hours and 36 minutes (276 minutes) to solve each MMF-MCF problem instance. For all other cases, the algorithm was unable to produce any result within six hours. Using DMK, LP, and NLP, all the problems corresponding to 2-level fat trees in our experiments take less than a second to solve. The proposed algorithms NLP and LP take longer times than DMK, which assumes single-path routing. For larger problems on 3-level fat trees, the progressive filling algorithm (NLP) is more efficient than the LP based solution. NLP is currently implemented as a sequential program. However, it enables parallelization that can further improve the performance by exploring the multiple cores in a typical computing server. LP relies on a third party LP solver such as IBM ILOG CPLEX to explore parallelization in solving LP problems. Note that IBM ILOG CPLEX already supports parallelization and can utilize all cores in a server to solve LP problems. The overall performance of LP is still not as good as the sequential NLP.
An application
We demonstrate an application of the proposed algorithms by showing how the new algorithms facilitate the evaluation of the potential performance degradation by limiting the routing to the popular destination-mod-k single path routing [12] on current generation large-scale fat trees. In particular, we model the throughput performance of fat trees using the newly proposed LANL-FSU Throughput Indices (LFTI) [8] and compare the performance of a fat tree with the destinationmod-k routing (in terms of LFTI) to that without any routing constraint. The ability to solve an MMF-MCF problem rapidly for a given communication pattern is essential for computing LFTI for a fat tree without routing constraints.
LFTI characterizes the performance of interconnects by capturing the throughput behaviors corresponding to the common types of HPC communication patterns. LFTI considers a comprehensive spectrum of the common communication traffics observed in HPC, classifies them into several pattern types and then, generates traffic workload samples for each pattern type. Given a network specification and routing information, LFTI first approximates the aggregate throughput of the network by taking the average of throughput measures resulting from several workloads of the same type. Then, the average aggregate throughput is normalized to the throughput of a crossbar switch that connects the same number of processing nodes as the given network does. The resultant metric is an LFTI throughput index corresponding to the given network and traffic pattern type pair. Hence, an LFTI index of 1 means that the performance of the interconnect is equivalent to a crossbar switch. The final LFTI output is a set of throughput indices that can express the throughput behaviors of a network for each type of traffic patterns separately. For further details, we refer the reader to [8] .
LFTI is used to compare throughput performances among different routing schemes on a given network specification. The network throughput resulting from MMF-MCF rate allocation can be a good theoretical benchmark for making such comparisons within the LFTI representation. For other networks, calculating LFTI for MMF-MCF rate allocation is impossible due to the computational complexity of the GEN algorithm. However, for fat-trees, we can use either LP or NLP to add the MMF-MCF throughput performance as a reference for evaluating other fat-tree routing schemes. We note that the goal of this application is not to replace existing routing schemes with the optimal routing derived from MMF-MCF calculation, but to rather demonstrate an MMF-MCF based framework where the performance of any routing scheme, including and beyond the destination-mod-k routing, may be evaluated.
In this paper, we select a subset of the communication pattern types considered in the LFTI paper [8] . The communication patterns considered in this paper and their brief explanations are listed in Table 2 . LFTI also uses different throughput indices for different node mapping schemes that determine physical communication patterns. We consider two mapping schemes in this paper, whole system direct map and whole system random map. With whole system direct map, it is assumed that the whole system runs one application with one communication pattern. The application processes are mapped to nodes using the identity function. With whole system random map, it is assumed that the whole system runs one application with one communication pattern. Each application process is mapped to a random processing node with equal probability.
To compute LFTI, it is imperative that the throughput of each communication pattern can be modeled efficiently. To evaluate the limitation of destination-mod-k routing, we compute the LFTI for each type of pattern assuming the destination-mod-k routing and MMF using the DMK algorithm in Section IV. We then compare the fat-tree LFTI 1, 18, 18) . This is a current generation large-scale fat-tree topology that can support 11,664 nodes. Figure 6 shows the LFTI indices for whole system direct map and Figure 7 shows the results for whole system random map. As can be seen from the figures, with direct map, destination-mod-k achieves high performance for 2D and 3D stencil patterns, but are not as effective for other patterns with global communication such as permutation and bisect. Destination-mod-k achieves on average 89% of the optimal routing with whole system direct map. With whole system random map, the performance gap between destination-mod-k and the optimal is wider for the stencil patterns and the shift pattern. On average, destination-mod-k is about 77% of the optimal. This indicates that destination-mod-k is sensitive to process mapping. Without routing constraints, the fat tree achieves 100% performance of a crossbar switch. The results demonstrate that routing can play an important role for the throughput performance on fat trees and there are rooms to improve over the single path destination-mod-k routing algorithm. Note that for slimmed fat trees that do not have full bisection bandwidth, the interconnect performance without routing constraints will not be equivalent to a crossbar switch. Table 3 and 4 show the time and the average number of iterations required by the rate allocation algorithms to compute the aggregate MMF throughput for each communication pattern for each type of traffic patterns. For both algorithms and both node mapping schemes, there are two main factors affecting the execution time for computing the MMF rates, (1) the number of iterations and (2) the time for each iteration. Random map LFTI summary for XGFT (3; 18, 36, 36; 1, 18, 18) each flow is evenly distributed among all paths. From Tables 3  and 4 it can be seen that for many of the traffic patterns considered, the number of iterations for computing the rate for one pattern is 1 because for all of the patterns, the link bottleneck is at the link connecting processing node to switch. On the other hand, with DMK, flows in a pattern usually have a much larger number of MMF rates as the rate for each flow is only distributed to one path and the bottleneck links can be anywhere in the network. Thus, for all cases, DMK results in more iterations for computing the MMF rates. For the second factor, the time spent on each iteration, DMK and NLP also have different characteristics. Let F be the number of flows considered in an iteration, L be the average paths length for the flows with destination-mod-k routing, and |E| be the number of edges in the network. The per iteration worstcase time complexity is O(L × F) for DMK and O(|E| × F) for NLP: in the worst case, NLP is significantly worse than DMK because |E| is much larger than L. The results in the table show the interplay between these two factors: for the cases where DMK does not take too many iterations, NLP takes longer to find a solution-sometimes much longer as the RANDN50 and RANDOM50 case with either a direct map or a random map. For other cases, when DMK takes many more iterations-such as the 2DNNDIAG, 3DNN, and 3DNNDIAG patterns with a random map-DMK takes longer to compute the rate allocation. Nonetheless, the results indicate that NLP is capable of solving the MMF-MCF problem on practical large-scale fat trees. We note that this is the first time that the performance of optimal routing is compared with destinationmod-k routing for a fat tree of this size using MMF.
Conclusions
The max-min fair (MMF) communication rate establishes an upper bound on the communication performance achievable by altering only the routing algorithm. It is therefore a worthwhile metric to compute when designing and evaluating routing algorithms. However, while MMF is quick to compute for networks containing only a single path between any source and destination, it is extremely slow to compute for networks used in practice in high-performance computing (HPC) systems, all of which contain multiple paths between peers. This is because the best algorithm to date for solving the multiplepath case (a.k.a. MMF multi-commodity flow or MMF-MCF) is based on linear programming (LP), which is computationally infeasible at the billion-variable scale needed to represent a modern HPC system's network.
The primary conclusion to draw from our work is that it is possible to compute the MMF communication rate in the multi-path case in time comparable to that needed to compute a single-path MMF rate by taking into account the network's specific topology instead of considering only the general case of arbitrary topologies. Via an empirical evaluation we have demonstrated that our algorithms, which target commonly used fat-tree topologies, are significantly faster than the existing generic solution.
Secondarily, our work makes it possible to effectively measure the routing performances of any single-path or multiplepath routing scheme used in conjunction with fat-tree topologies. As an example, our study provides a comparison of destination-mod-k routing with optimal routing(as determined by the MMF-MCF rate) which is only made possible due to the rapid performance of our newly introduced algorithms. For future research, the same methodology may be applied over a comprehensive set of fat-tree routing schemes to evaluate each of those against a fair and accurate benchmark.
Another natural avenue for future research would be to investigate ways to extend the concepts utilized in this paper to other networks used in modern HPC systems such as meshes/tori and dragonflies. Nevertheless, by being able to rapidly compute max-min fair rates for multi-commodity flows on fat trees it is finally possible to evaluate routing algorithms at scale not just in terms of how much better they are than prior routing algorithms but also in terms of how close they come to the best possible routing algorithm for the given network.
